My fellow Hoosier,

You are a friend, a volunteer, a supporter of Keep Indianapolis Beautiful. You have civic pride and a love for our city. You cringe when you see litter on the street or out-of-control honeysuckle choking the riverfront—and then you do something about it. You get together with new friends and old to knock on doors and chat about creating vibrant greenspaces in abandoned lots. You happily grab a shovel, a rake, or even a pickaxe to plant trees that will benefit future generations. You dig deep in your pockets and generously share your resources to ensure that the work that we started almost 50 years ago will continue for the next 50 years.

To all of you, for all you do to make Indy beautiful, we’re grateful.

2022 was a good year for KIB. Our Adopt-A-Block Captains regularly cleaned up over 156 miles of city streets throughout the year, and with other neighborhood cleanups, we picked up 606,000 pounds of litter. That’s the equivalent of 538 million cigarette butts and 11 million plastic water bottles and 6 million beer cans, combined! We planted over 3,400 trees, and when we had a long, dry summer, we watered trees an amazing 287,000 times. That’s a lot of effort!

It’s a difference we can see and experience every day. The city is a better place because of you.

Thank you for your support. Thank you for your partnership. Please read on to learn about the year’s progress and consider helping us again this year (and in the years to come) to continue to make Indianapolis as beautiful as possible.

Jeremy Kranowitz
President & CEO
Friends of Keep Indianapolis Beautiful,

What a wonderful year 2022 turned out to be here at KIB! It was a year marked by transition and growth, renewal and confirmation.

I’m exceedingly proud of the staff who expertly navigated the murky waters of the pandemic while being great stewards of our vision and mission. As we all transitioned out of the constraints placed on us, we found that you, our supporters and volunteers, were ready to get back to work in 2022. That exuberance for our mission created fertile ground from which to grow … and boy, did we grow! We saw more interest in corporate days of service than we’ve ever seen! And volunteers flocked to our tree plantings, invasive plant removals, and greenspace projects.

While our partners could have used so many reasons to reduce support, instead they renewed their commitments. We are incredibly grateful for your dedication to our common vision to make Indianapolis a more healthy and vibrant community. Because you doubled down on your commitment, we were able to make significant progress on our programming and strategic plan, especially in creating more access to environmental benefits and by broadening neighborhood representation and awareness.

The end of 2022 marks the end of my tenure as Board Chair. I want to express my gratitude to the board; KIB’s president, Jeremy Kranowitz; KIB staff; and all our partners, including the City of Indianapolis and Citizens Energy Group. It has been a great honor to serve on the board and witness this organization’s passion to help people and nature thrive in Indianapolis. KIB’s willingness to continually assess how we can do more for our community makes my heart happy, and I look forward to volunteering for years to come. So, I will see you around the neighborhood.

Shelby Swango
Chair, KIB Board of Directors
Senior Vice President, WSP USA
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION

We are halfway through our 2021–2024 strategic plan, which has three ambitious goals:

1. Equitably Improve Access to Environmental Benefits so People Can Thrive in Nature:
   We used data and analytic tools to focus many of our resources on 10 neighborhoods that have the highest need for more environmental benefits, and we are successfully collaborating with neighbors to make those places cleaner, greener, safer, and healthier. We have made significant progress in Riverside Park to create new visual and physical access points to the waterway, benefiting the neighborhood and key ecosystems.

2. Broaden Neighborhood Representation and Awareness to Address Community-Driven Needs:
   KIB is holding Town Hall meetings and creating Community Advisory Committees so neighbors can help direct our work to where it is most wanted and needed. The Advisory Committees are an invited group of residents, stakeholders, and organizations that have a vested interest in their communities. They represent seven sectors of the city (northwest, north, west, central east, far east, southwest, and south), and they meet with KIB four to six times per year.

3. Improve Long-Term Financial Sustainability to Allow for Equitable Allocation of KIB Resources:
   We are building our reserves, and we are proud to report that we are rated “Platinum” by GuideStar and “4 Stars” by Charity Navigator, the two major nonprofit ratings agencies for measuring nonprofit fiscal responsibility, transparency, and effectiveness.
Did you know that lead in soil is a greater threat to health than lead pipes? KIB and researchers at IUPUI studied whether the creation of a new GreenSpace on a formerly vacant lot could reduce the amount of lead exposure from surface soils. Adding new walking paths, new plant materials and trees, and layers of mulch created new barriers of protection, confirming our hypothesis. IUPUI is expanding its research on this exciting outcome.
NOTABLE COLLABORATIONS

CITY OF INDIANAPOLIS/DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

For decades, Indianapolis city leaders have valued the link between their goals for how Indianapolis looks and feels and KIB’s mission to help people and nature thrive. Based on those shared goals, KIB receives funding from the City of Indianapolis, directed through the Department of Public Works (DPW), to assist with creating and maintaining green infrastructure (such as trees planted along a street). The city also supports KIB programming by providing trash disposal resources, collaborating on habitat restoration, and helping plant thousands of trees. In December, the city renewed its contract with KIB for 2023–2024 for litter abatement, green infrastructure, public awareness and outreach, youth engagement, and public gateway monitoring and maintenance.

LILLY ENDOWMENT AND KEYS2WORK

We were delighted and honored to receive a transformational award of $3.78 million from the Lilly Endowment to reduce litter in Indianapolis through 2025. The project will focus on harder-to-clean areas such as busy roads and waterways like the White River. Thanks to this support, we prepared to launch a new partnership with Keys2Work. Crews from Keys2Work will use special equipment to safely pick up litter on 20 busy thoroughfares that would be unsafe for general volunteer cleanups. Key roadways include 38th Street, Raymond Street, Central Avenue, and Capitol Avenue, among others.
CORPORATE PARTNERS
KIB partnered with more than 90 companies that provided financial or in-kind support. They brought 2,233 volunteers for 38 custom days of service and tens of thousands of dollars in in-kind donations. As pandemic restrictions ended, companies were eager to resume safe, impactful, and outdoor volunteer days to reconnect among staff as well as with the greater Indianapolis community. Shiel Sexton brought 85 employees to construct large shelters and fences at the Far Eastside Orchard GreenSpace, and 17 people from Buckingham Companies constructed a Noah’s Ark playset at the new Mapleton Park GreenSpace. Dozens of companies planted trees. About 925 volunteers from Eli Lilly & Company joined us on the Lilly Global Day of Service to paint murals, plant trees, remove invasives, mulch playgrounds, and pick up litter.

From 4 volunteers to nearly 1,000, the following partners joined KIB in custom days of service: Accenture • Allied Solutions • Altria/Points of Light • Amazon • Aptiv • Arbor Homes • Barrett Stokely • BSA LifeStructures • Buckingham Companies • Carrier • Caterpillar • Corteva/FFA • Cummins • Dauby O’Connor & Zaleski • Deloitte • Delta Faucet • Eli Lilly & Co. • FedEx • Glick Philanthropies • Ice Miller • Indiana Farm Bureau Insurance • International Paper • IU Health • Milliman • NextGear Capital • Ren • Rotary Club of Indianapolis • Salesforce • Shiel Sexton • Shrewsberry & Associates • Superior Construction • TWG Development • UPS • Verizon • Walker Information • Zeller
GREAT INDY CLEANUP
KIB connected with community groups throughout Indianapolis to hold 233 Great Indy Cleanups (GICs). An estimated 3,769 volunteers participated in cleanup projects this year. They collected more than 605,720 pounds of litter, which was disposed of at the South Side Landfill.

ADOPT-A-BLOCK
Every two years, we ask our Adopt-A-Block Captains to renew their commitment. In 2022, one year into this cycle, a total of 621 Block Captains renewed their block or signed up for the first time to keep their streets clean and litter-free, spanning a total of 156.4 miles of Indianapolis streets.

ADOPT-A-BLOCK BUSINESS
We re-launched our Adopt-A-Block Business program to focus outreach efforts on businesses and schools, hoping to activate the business community to adopt their blocks. We even got a cute little electric car that you might see driving around the city. The front reads, “Keep It Clean, Indy.”

THOROUGHFARE LITTER REMOVAL
We prepared to launch our new litter removal program partnership with Keys2Work, which will target busy roads that are difficult to keep clean.
AES INDIANA PROJECT GREENSPACE
KIB’s AES Indiana Project GreenSpace program was created to transform vacant lots and underused spaces into natural, beautiful, and functional pocket parks. We join neighborhood groups and organizations all over Marion County to co-create green infrastructure in places where it can help strengthen community bonds and sense of identity. These GreenSpaces are community-created and neighbor-maintained, and open for the public to enjoy the beauty of native landscapes. 2022 projects included three new GreenSpaces: Keystone Monon, Constitution Gardens, and Mapleton-Fall Creek; joining a network of over 50 others across Indy.

HABITAT RESTORATION
KIB works with volunteers, with contractors, and independently to manage invasive plant species and steward native habitat on public land throughout the city. Much of this work focuses on riparian corridors (along rivers and streams), but it also includes work in parks. We managed invasive species at eight sites, did new/expanded invasive removal at three sites, and cared for native plantings at Christian Park and at 30th and Fall Creek.
COMMUNITY FORESTRY
KIB’s forestry program takes a community-based approach to plant thousands of trees. KIB accepts applications from neighborhoods and residents from all over the city, and with robust efforts from KIB’s Community Engagement team, we ensure that neighbors are aware and approve of the trees being planted on their streets.

In 2022, we planted 3,423 trees—over 95% of them native to Indiana and mostly large shade trees. Those trees are along streets in historically underserved locations, in neighborhoods and parks, and in strategic locations to reduce flooding.

LEARNING BEST PRACTICES IN TREE PLANTING
At each volunteer event, KIB’s Certified Arborists demonstrate how to plant a tree so it has the best chances for long-term survival—from digging holes and preparing root balls to straightening trunks and mulching correctly.

For people who want to know more, KIB trains Tree Tenders, volunteers with special knowledge of planting, pruning, and other tree care. They help KIB with tree deliveries, provide quality control at plantings, and structurally prune trees so they remain strong as they grow, whatever storms may come. Repeat volunteers earn perks such as tree ID books, KIB logo gear, and tools like soil knives and pruners. We even have a Spanish-language version of the program, ÁrboAmigos.
PROGRAM REPORT: YOUTH PROGRAMS

YOUTH TREE TEAM (HIGH SCHOOL & EARLY COLLEGE)
The 2022 Youth Tree Team (YTT) included 28 teens and 9 young adult Leaders who helped maintain thousands of KIB-planted trees throughout Indianapolis. Youth watered trees two days per week, mulched trees one day per week, and enjoyed weekly enrichment programming that focused on developing social, spiritual, environmental, physical, emotional, occupational, and intellectual wellness.

URBAN NATURALISTS (UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE)
Our Urban Naturalist (UN) program is a paid internship for college students or recent graduates who are interested in environmental careers. 2022’s UN team led over 725 corporate and public volunteers in removing invasive plants and planting native perennials. UNs prevented invasive honeysuckle and purple wintercreeper from returning on more than 30 acres at Pleasant Run, Brookside Park, Riverside Park, and Fall Creek Parkway.

“This was the best internship I have had—I have never loved a job like this one, and no internship has had such a positive impact on my career development before. Thank you!”
—2022 URBAN NATURALIST
**YEAR IN REVIEW: FINANCIALS**

**SOURCE OF FUNDS**

- Contract Revenue: $2,459,873
- Grants & Contributions: $1,521,255
- Net Assets Released from Donor Restrictions: $558,629
- Other: $120,486

**TOTAL**: $4,660,243

**USE OF FUNDS**

- Program Services: $3,215,983
- Management/General: $792,981
- Fundraising: $396,490

**TOTAL**: $4,405,454
2022 DONORS
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IN-KIND GIFTS
Buckingham Foundation
Kerr (David) Household
Somerset CPAs, P.C.
Sunbelt Rentals
Target Corporation
2022 DONORS

* KIB Board
** KIB Staff

GIFTS WERE MADE IN HONOR OF THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS:

Blake Brady  
Maithilee Das & Rob Lappin*  
Nora & Tom Hiatt*  
Hoosier Homeless & Hungry  
Elizabeth Kucer  
Clayton D. & Margaret P. Morrison  
Ed Shaurette  
Joe Witkowski

GIFTS WERE MADE IN MEMORY OF THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS:

FedEx employees who lost their lives on April 15, 2021  
Gayle Lightner  
Ted and Marilyn Lorance  
Orville L. McKinney  
Margret Mohr  
Judi Pearson  
John Michael van de Bossche
WHO WE ARE
Keep Indianapolis Beautiful, Inc. is a nonprofit organization with a mission to engage diverse communities to create vibrant public places, helping people and nature thrive. Annually, KIB works with thousands of volunteers on hundreds of community projects across Marion County.

WHAT WE DO
We’re the ones who smile when planting trees in the rain, who laugh with friends as we pick trash off our neighborhood streets, and who care very deeply about the health, happiness, and greenness of our city. We see a beautiful place to call home—one that is loved and cared for by the community and is ecologically rich with plants, trees, and pollinators.

How do we do it? We plant trees, create green spaces, engage students in nature, restore urban habitat, and pick up litter with the help of volunteers and donors like you.